Press-release
The Eurasian Art Union, the Greek art Fund Myrό Art Fund and the gallery Myrό invite artists from Europe,
Russia and Asia to take part in the international exhibition and competition of contemporary art "Next Art
Week in Greece".
At this exhibition will be presented works of painting, graphics, decorative and textile art, sculpture and
photography in the following areas - modern and contemporary.
A large charity auction will be held as part of the exhibition, at which paintings of artists participating in the
exhibition will be offered to famous people of the Greek establishment.
Dates: February, 24 – March,3, 2019.
Registration of participants: until February 10, 2019.
Myrό Gallery Address: Nikiforu Fokas St., Thessaloniki, Greek Republic
Νικηφόρου Φωκά 8, στο Κέντρο της Θεσσαλονίκης / Nikephorou Phokas 8, Thessaloniki Centre
Exhibition concept
Art is one of those areas where language borders are not terrible. It is understandable in every country,
regardless of lifestyle and culture. We are pleased to present you an exhibition of authors who draw their
inspiration from the infinite variety of their originality. Our eyes are focused on the future and we would like
to visualize dreams and thoughts about the future.

Greek project Next Art Week in Greece includes the following programs:
1) EXHIBITION & ART COMPETITION
2) All-GREEK CHARITY AUCTION
3) WORKSHOPS: international workshops and demo classes
EXHIBITION AND COMPETITION
The exhibition will be held in the popular commercial gallery Myrό, located in the prestigious area of
Thessaloniki, near the White Tower and the Archaeological Museum. Simultaneously with the exhibition, a
competition will be held, at which the winners of the competition program of the exhibition will be
determined.
Competition program includes:
- painting competition
- graphics competition
- competition of arts and crafts and textile art
- sculpture competition
- photography competition
The works presented at the exhibition will be judged by famous Greek and European artists, patrons of art,
gallery owners and media representatives.

CHARITY AUCTION
In order to attract attention to the exhibition a charity auction will be organized. Representatives from the
political and cultural establishment of Thessaloniki are invited to the event. Funds received as a result of the
auction, will go to the fund to support children.
Any participant has the opportunity to put his picture at auction at a minimum cost of 100 euros. At the same
time, the author receives 30%, the organizers of the auction receive 20%, and 50% go to the fund to support
Greek children.
MASTER CLASSES, DEMO CLASSES
During the exhibition, a series of educational programs will be held, aimed at cultural exchange and
acquaintance of the Greek audience with the artists participating in the exhibition.
The program is presented in two forms: a master class and demo classes.
Conducted master classes by invited artists from Europe. Also, full-time exhibitors can hold a master class or a
demo class for a Greek audience (translator is provided).
Brief information about the venue of the exhibition - the gallery Myrò
A large number of European artists began their careers with an exhibition in the Greek gallery Myrò! Myrό
Gallery functions as a multi-dimensional gallery of contemporary art since 2011, with an annual schedule of
exhibitions in its distinguishable spaces, and shows the works and projects of hundreds of artists from Europe
and America. Occupying a significant place in the visual arts in Greece, and especially in the city of
Thessaloniki, within the distinguishable halls of which it consisted, the gallery has a central entrance at
Nikiforu Fokas Street 8, next to the landmark "Lefkos Pyrgos" (White Tower), in the historical center of the city.
The spaces that are part of the Myro Gallery update the parallel exhibitions once a month, opening them on
the same evening.

Catalog
All participants of the project "Next Art Week in Greece" are published in the catalog.
Languages of the catalog: Greek, English, Russian.
The catalog goes to the beginning of the exhibition.
Exhibition Organizers:
Eurasian Art Union
Myrό Art Fund
Gallery Myrό
The project is supported by the Art Management Section of the Creative Union of Artists of Russia, NextArt
Global Art Agency and the World Art Foundation.
We invite residents and guests of the ancient city of Thessaloniki to visit the “Next Art Week in Greece”
contemporary art exhibition.
Organizing Committee in Moscow:
Ph.: +7 (495) 5068044
Ph.: +7 (925) 4338821
Whatsapp / Viber: +7 (985) 4811118
E-mail: info@nextart.gr
http://www.nextart.gr

